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ABSTRACT 

Current good practice guidance and codes of practice for soil mixing typically focus on strength as the 
primary criterion for achievement of project specifications. For example, correlations for stiffness with 
strength are commonly used in lieu of direct measurements. Long-term consolidation or creep of mixed soil 
is rarely measured in practice, either in the laboratory or in the field with the exception of a small number 
of good-quality case studies. This paper presents some insights into mixed soil properties, which are not 
routinely measured or specified as well as strength, gleaned through the course of normal project work 
where the overall concept required mixed soil properties other than strength to be measured. All data was 
taken from wet soil mixing projects which involves the introduction of cementitious grout under medium 
or high pressure in conjunction with mechanical rotavating of the soil. The projects include both mass 
mixing and deep soil mix columns using proprietary technologies briefly described in the paper. All projects 
forming the database were undertaken in the UK. 
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INTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION 

The work presented in this paper follows from the paper by O’Brien (2019) which examined some wet soil 
mixing data from UK-based projects. As more data on wet mixing projects becomes available, it is the 
authors’ intention to progressively improve the database and share the data more formally. In the UK in 
particular, soil mixing technologies are poorly understood and are perceived as inherently risky. 
Anecdotally, this is historically owing to low-quality contractors implementing incorrect techniques (for 
example, trying to mix high-plasticity clays with low-pressure mixing systems) and issues with quality 
control (which again is nominally associated with low-quality contractors). Another reason for the negative 
perception is use of soil mixing in flawed or incomplete design concepts wherein the soil mixing quality is 
acceptable but the broader design missed some fundamental constraint (for example, an improvement in 
bearing capacity without adequate consideration of settlement requirements).  

It is the authors view that soil mixing solutions will become more prevalent as high-quality project and 
design information is made more available. In particular, medium (up to 50 bar) and high (up to 250 bar) 
pressure systems are shown here to have great efficacy over a broad range of soft and loose soils.  

Soil mixed columns: Figure 1 shows a proprietary rig-mounted wet soil mixing system known colloquially 
as Turbojet® (developed by Trevi Soilmec) which will be a focus of this paper. The system involves 
penetration of a mixing tool at high revolutions per minute in conjunction with the introduction of liquid 
grout under high pressure and is thus promoted as a hybrid system of mechanical mixing with jet grouting. 
The governing construction parameter is the blade rotation number (BRN), defined in EN 14679:2005.  

Mass mixing: Mass mixing (see Figure 2) involves disaggregation of the soil using an excavator-mounted 
rotavating tool (see Figure 3). In general, the principle is the same as deep columns however mixing usually 
takes place within discrete “cells” and depth is limited up to 5-7m depending on the application and native 
soil.  The rotavating tool spins at high revolutions per minute (in the order of 80-90rpm) and grout is injected 
under medium pressure. The result is a completely fluidised cell and mixing time per cell is conjectured to 
be a governing construction parameter to homogenising the material and engendering the required strength. 
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Fig. 1. Turbojet system for deep soil mixing (courtesy of Ground Developments Ltd) 

 
Fig. 2. Mass mixing system (courtesy of Ground Developments Ltd) 



         
Fig. 3. Mass mixing tool variants (courtesy of Ground Developments Ltd) 

Background to the projects: The projects which are the subject of this paper cover a range of soft ground 
variants across the UK as shown in Figure 4. Table 1 compares and contrasts the projects in terms of ground 
conditions, soil mixing types and the commercially available binder used for the project.  In all cases, 
groundwater was near (within 2m) commencement level. The majority of the projects are characterised by 
soils expressing undrained behaviour under initial loading but soils on two projects (Lossiemouth and 
Aberdeen) expressed marginal behaviour under increased porewater pressure exhibiting undrained 
behaviour in general but substantial, if not complete, loss of strength under rapidly applied loading. One 
project (Dundee), was undertaken in completely granular strata comprising uncontrolled fill of ash and 
clinker predominantly. Two projects (Paull and Airdrie), were characterised by high-heterogeneity of 
granular and cohesive stratigraphy. In all cases a neat grout of cement or cement/GGBS (ground granulated 
blast furnace slag) blend was used in the mixing process.  

 

Figure 1. UK project locations 
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Table 1. Summary of project conditions 

Project 
location 

Indicative soil type Mixing type / depth Equivalent EN 1967 
Binder type  

Walney Tidal flats, very soft, sensitive CLAY and 
SILT 

Turbojet columns up to 
25m deep 

CEM I 

Dundee Infilled quarry, uncontrolled granular fill & 
waste (ash, clinker) 

Turbojet columns up to 
17m deep 

CEM I 

Paull Soft alluvial clay with substantial (>1.5m 
thick) lenses of alluvial sands & gravels and 
substantial peat horizons 

Turbojet secanted 
columns up to 13m deep 

CEM I 

Airdrie Granular anthropogenic soils with soft 
CLAY and PEAT lenses up to 1.5m thick 

Mass mixing up to 4m 
deep 

CEM II/B-V (35% fly ash) 

Stonehouse Very soft, sensitive CLAY Mass mixing up to 5m 
deep  

CEM I 

Aberdeen Very soft SILT with marine influence which 
expressed fundamentally undrained 
behaviour prone to substantial, if not 
complete, strength loss when loaded rapidly 
 

Mass mixing up to 6m 
deep 

CEM I 

Lossiemouth Soft marine SILT which expressed 
fundamentally undrained behaviour prone to 
substantial, if not complete, strength loss 
when loaded rapidly 

Mass mixing 2-4m deep CEM I 

Oldham  Wastewater treatment sludge and underlying 
very soft and sensitive clay 

Mass mixing up to 5m 
deep 

CEM I 

Llanwern Woodland peat and estuarine clay Mass mixing to 5m deep 
(laboratory study only) 

CEM I 

 

CURING RATES, STRENGTH VARIATION & NATIVE SOIL COMPOSITION 

Curing rate is considered to be fundamental to the mixing process and the time relation is a construction 
parameter of significant value in terms of the quality control process. The relationship presented by 
Åhnberg (2006) as given in Equation 1 below has proven to be as reliable an indicator of the curing rate for 
well-mixed soils in the authors’ experience as other formulations.  

𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡
𝑞𝑞28

≈ 0.3 ln 𝑡𝑡     Eqn.(1) 

where:  qt is the unconfined compressive strength after t days 

 q28 is the unconfined compressive strength after 28 days 

Figures 4 & 5 below show this relationship for the projects presented using data obtained from 
100x100x100mm cube and 100mm high x 100mm diameter cylinder crushing tests noting that in direct 
comparison tests, cylinder strengths were found to be at minimum 95% of cube strengths. Samples were 
prepared and cured in line with the Japanese Geotechnical Society (2009) and u nconfined compressive 
strength tests were undertaken in accordance with the ISRM Blue Book or EN 12390-3 (2009) with a 
suitable load frame and manual load increment. Distinction is made between the Turbojet® and mass 
mixing projects respectively. As a general note, it is not within the scope of this paper to examine a detailed 
statistical study of the data available – the goal here to present qualitative observations.  

The data show that, particularly at later stage strength (28 days+), the Åhnberg relationship continues to be 
reliable for medium- and high-pressure mixing. The 95% confidence intervals are tentative at best and are 
plotted for 7-, 14-, 28-, 48- and 56-days only as appropriate to the available data, connected with straight 
lines) however, they indicate that the Åhnberg relationship is closer to the upper bound confidence interval 



and that early stage strength (<14-days) is potentially under estimated by the relationship. In particular, the 
native soils (or mixed stratigraphy containing more granular horizons) which are more granular in 
composition express more rapid rates of curing in the early stages. This corresponds to with the work of 
Niina et al. (1977), which shows higher strength with higher sand fractions. While it is not the intention to 
discuss strength as a parameter per se in this paper as this would involve discussion of binder content and 
composition which are discussed in much more detail elsewhere, it is worth discussing the variation of the 
strength measurements established in examining the project data. Figure 6 presents the coefficient of 
variation (COV) of strength versus mean strength for the mixed soil for all of the projects. The error bars 
on the plot show +/- one standard deviation from the mean and n is the number of reliable strength 
measurements.  

The COV of strength is observed to be comparably low for these projects. As noted by Matsuo (2002), 
typical land-based COV values would be in the order of 40% to 60%. However, a wide range (0.15 to 0.8) 
has been reported in more extensive studies (e.g. Larsson, 2005). The high-degree of variability is 
potentially a function of native soil composition, binder type & content, installation and curing conditions. 
The observed COV for this study is less than 12% and there is a weak observation of decreasing COV with 
higher strength. While it might be suggested that the medium- to high-pressure mixing explains the lower 
variation, further study is needed. It should be noted in particular that the Llanwern data is part of a 
laboratory study rather than field data and, as such, the data is more controlled and not subject to the site-
based variations. Further discussion of sample preparation is presented in the consolidation section of this 
paper.  

 
Fig. 4. Curing rate for Turbojet® projects 

 

 
Fig. 5. Curing rate for mass mixing projects 

 



 

Fig. 6. Variability of strength data 

 

MIXING TIME AS A CONSTRUCTION PARAMETER FOR MASS MIXING 

O’Brien (2019) conjectured, based on a limited dataset, that improvement in strength as measured by the 
normalised strength (q/q*, the ratio of achieved strength to mean strength plus one-half of a standard 
deviation) was observed to improve with increasing mixing time, where mixing time is defined as the 
amount of time spent mixing per unit volume at a consistent mixing effort (fixed) to produce a fluidised 
soil mass. This observation is somewhat borne out in the data used in this this study, as shown in Figure 7 
below where, with the exception of the Stonehouse data, strength apparently improves with increased 
mixing time.  

Tentative linear trends are presented but further study is required to corroborate these. It is considered 
however, that this body of field observations would inform a laboratory study very well. The authors note 
that there is space here for a more detailed statistical study to identify other governing or influential 
properties in strength development. 

 

 

(b) Airdrie (a) All data 



 

 

Fig. 7. Mixing time results (a) All data (b) Airdire (c) Stonehouse (d) Aberdeen (e) Oldham (f) Garthamlock  

 

STRAIN AT FAILURE 

Stiffness of mixed soil has been the subject of rudimentary studies (BRE, 2002 and others) which culminate 
in the definition of the secant Young’s Modulus at 50% of the unconfined compressive strength (E50) being 
a linear function of the unconfined compressive strength at failure (qu). The range of the linear correlation 
is vast at E50 = 50qu to 1000qu. However, with the exception of Ye et al. (1994), to the authors’ knowledge 
stress-strain relationships have not been the focus of detailed studies. In practice, E50 is nominally adopted 
as 100qu and this is considered to be suitably conservative.  

Working with some of the softest soils in the project database, stiffness has been studied in more detail. 
Adopting the E50 modulus, it was observed that the ductility of the mixed material, as measured by strain 
at failure, is a key consideration in determining its correlation with the ultimate material strength. 
Tentatively, this is observed to be a non-linear property. Figure 8 below shows data from the Llanwern and 
Oldham datasets which, usefully, includes remoulded samples from the Oldham site allowing a wider strain 
range to be observed. The remoulded sample were reconstituted from material mixed 28-days prior, re-
compacted into cylindrical moulds as part of a re-usability study. As shown by the histograms in Figure 9, 
very low ratios of E50/qu can be observed in more ductile mixed material and certainly where failure strain 
is greater than 3% the factor could be less than 50. The Llanwern data indicates that for organic and sensitive 
clays, the failure strain range could be in the order of approximately 3%-6% resulting in E50/qu ratios of less 
than 20. Here it is noted that E50/qu could be nominally resolved as 1/(2ε50) however, it is presented as a 
routine design parameter and, as such, is shown to be a function of the material ductility in a non-linear 
fashion.  

(c) Stonehouse (d) Aberdeen 

(e) Oldham (f) Garthamlock 



 
Fig. 8. Stiffness / strength ratio in relation to failure strain 

 

Fig. 9. Comparison of Oldham and Llanwern mixed soils strain at failure 

 

CONSOLIDATION 

For the Llanwern site, a study of the consolidation properties of the mixed soil itself was undertaken. The 
results of the coefficient of volume compressibility (mv) and coefficient of consolidation (cv), as correlated, 
are shown in Figure 10 for both the native and mixed soils. The results indicate that the coefficient of 
volume compressibility is reduced by potentially up to an order of magnitude, but with no substantial 
reduction in the coefficient of consolidation. The same observation of reduction of compressibility is made 
when looking at the compression index (Cc) as shown in Figure 11.  

Oedometer testing methodology: Soil:binder mixed specimens for one-dimensional consolidation testing 
were prepared, where practical, in accordance with the recommendations of the Japanese Geotechnical 
Society (2009) and BS 1377-6:1990. Initially specimens were prepared by adding the soil : binder mix 
directly to the oedometer rings, which were then sealed and left for the curing period. However, it was 
found that at the end of the curing period the specimens had experienced a small reduction in volume and 
were therefore unsuitable for testing. A secondary method was tried with the mixed soil : binder being made 
in to specimens with a larger diameter and height than that of the oedometer ring. These specimens were 
then left to cure for different periods. A load frame was then used to slowly push the samples in to the 
cutting rings, the ends of the specimen then being trimmed to become flush with the cell. These cut 
specimens were then sealed and cured for the remaining period. At the end of the curing period specimens 
were inspected for evidence of shrinkage and, when extruded from the ring, for the presence of voids and 
cracks caused as a result of the specimen becoming too brittle to be easily cut due to the initial curing period 
being too long. After a process of trial and error with differing initial cure periods it was found that an initial 



period of 3-days curing prior to cutting resulted in final specimens with negligible shrinkage and voids. The 
specimens prepared as described were then tested in accordance with BS 1377-6:1990 (1990). 

 

Fig. 10. Comparison of mv and cv for native soil (l) and mixed soil (r) from Llanwern 

 

Fig. 11. Estimate of Cc for native soils (l) and mixed soils (r) from Llanwern 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The paper presents a summary of observations on non-routine engineering parameters of mixed soil based 
on routine soil mixing projects in the UK. The authors conclude that data collection from routine project 
work can be used to give a more informed understanding of mixed soil, further advancing the understanding 
of mixed soil as an engineering material and giving greater confidence in the use of the technologies. It is 
hoped that this paper will contribute to a shift in soil mixing becoming a more reliable engineering 
technology in the UK. 

Generally, it is observed that pre-existing curing rate correlations are reliable, though there is some evidence 
that early-stage strength may be underestimated. This could have implications, for example, in temporary 
works design.  In particular, it is observed that mixing time may be an important construction parameter for 
mass mixing given that there is evidence of improved strength achievement through increasing mixing time. 
There is a need here however for a detailed laboratory study, though the field data presented here would be 
useful empirical evidence to inform such as study.  

Material ductility should be an investigative parameter where the mixed material stiffness is required. This 
study shows that the failure strain is inversely correlated with the ratio of secant Young’s modulus and 
failure strength. It is considered that where failure strain in unconfined compressive strength tests is greater 
than 3%, the E50/qu ratio could be less than 20. A tentative methodology for consolidation testing of mixed 
material is presented and a detailed laboratory study of mixed peat and sensitive clay shows that that a 
reduction, up to an order of magnitude, in the compressibility of the soil is possible. No discernible effect 
on the coefficient of consolidation is observed though it is considered that very detailed laboratory studies 
would be needed to have confidence in these observations.  
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